
Cut, slice and 
dice like a real pro: 
skilfully and rabbitly 



Prepare & Serve
These mandolines, slicers and 
graters are perfect to prepare 
the healthiest and most delicious 
fruit, vegetable dishes and 
salads. They make everyday food 
prep faster and easier. 



Adjustable mandoline slicer 
2800103

Mandoline slicing / grating set 
2800114 

All-in-one chopper and slicer
2800107

This mandoline offers everything for a variety of 
grating and slices jobs. The adjustable blade give 
the choice between several thicknesses. The 
blades are integrated in the lid that’s placed over a 
container for collecting food. Food is sliced more 
efficiently and safely thanks to the food holder. 
With safety position when the mandoline is not in 
use. 

An uncomplicated interpretation of a mandoline. 
The set comes with 4 types of adjustable blades 
offering a variety of thickness settings. The “lock” 
setting hides the blade allowing safe storage. A 
large container with nonskid base collects grated 
and sliced food. 

Set of 7 slicers, dicers and graters that securely fit 
over a container which collects the food. A large 
food holder protects fingers, the nonslip basis 
provides stability. 

5-a-day,
  the fun way



Rotary cheese grater  
2800113

Paddle grater
2800116

3-in-1 grater set 
2800115

Fine, medium or coarse, it’s your choice since this 
grater comes with three interchangeable blades 
to grate cheese to your liking. Just put cheese 
or nuts or chocolate or… in the small container, 
press down the cover and turn the crank. Use it 
directly at the table for freshly grated cheese or 
fill a bowl first. The three drums are made from 
stainless steel, the body is from sturdy ABS.

Hand-held paddle grater with 3 interchangeable 
blades. Each blade locks securely in the base. 
Use this 3-in-1 tool to zest, grate, shred and slice 
a variety of foods. The handle ensures a firm, 
secure hold and a food holder protects fingers 
while working for added safety.

All the tools needed for a great variety of grating 
and slicing jobs. Designed to click securely 
onto a container. Comes with a coarse grater, a 
medium version and a straight slicer. The handle is 
designed to offer a comfortable grip while grating 
or slicing.

5-a-day,
  the fun way



Onion and vegetable chopper
2800104

2-in-1 apple and potato cutter
2800105

Egg slicer and wedger 
2800118

French fries cutter
2800106

Versatile tool to quickly chop and dice onions, 
garlic, vegetables or even nuts. Just press down 
until the food is chopped to your liking. The clear 
cup allows to judge to coarseness. Use the 
integrated cup or place the chopper on a cutting 
board. Made from sturdy ABS and a stainless 
steel blade. Easy to clean.

Core and divide apples in no time with a simple 
push-down action. But it’s not just for apples, why 
not try pears and other similar fruits. The sturdy 
stainless steel blade cuts the fruit in 8 wedges. 
The ergonomically designed handle offers a 
steady grip. Change the “apple blade” for the 
“potato blade” and cut perfectly uniform French 
fries with just one press.

Easy to use egg slicer with stainless steel wires, 
cuts hard-boiled eggs into perfectly shaped 
slices. Another cup holds the egg to turn it 
into moon-shaped wedges. Also works with 
mushrooms!One effortless press down action 
turns any impracticable hard-boiled egg into a 
series of attractive slices. Solid base keeps the 
tool firmly on the table or countertop

Perfect fries in no-time, every time: easily cut 
potatoes into fries with a single push. Also 
works with onions, cucumbers, carrots… Sturdy 
construction and easy to store



Spoon rest
2800117

18 piece storage box set  
2800110

Keep countertops and workspaces clean and 
hygienic while cooking with this convenient spoon 
rest. Utensils and spoons are held upright saving 
space while the stainless steel bowl collects drips 
from soup ladles, spoons and other utensils. 
Sturdy and stable design for secure use on a flat 
surface.

9 storage boxes in a variety of sizes for many 
uses: packed lunches, storing rice, flour, sugar 
and other dry goods or to keep leftovers in the 
refrigerator. Tight-fitting lids. Made from durable 
polypropylene.

4 piece pasta set 
2800108

4-in-1 set to prepare a delicious pasta. Use the 
colander to drain the cooked pasta, transfer it 
into the bowl and bring it directly to the table in 
style. The cover allows to keep the food warm 
and the integrated pasta fork will always be at 
hand for serving. Or use the bowl and cover to 
store portions for reheating. The colander can 
be used for draining all types of foods or to rinse 
vegetables and fruits. Its feet ensure stability when 
resting in the sink or on a counter top. Made from 
polypropylene. 



Salad spinner
2800122

Salad spinner
2800109

Slicing / salad maker set
2800112

Chopping/salad maker set  
2800111

Rinse, dry and serve greens, vegetables and 
fruits: the removable colander lets you rinse the 
food, the high-speed spinner efficiently dries it and 
the large see-through bowl can go right on the 
table. With quick-stop button and nonslip base.

Large-capacity graters and slicers designed to 
fit securely on top of a see-through bowl. The 
bowl doubles as the base of a salad spinner that 
efficiently dries all types of leafy greens. With 
nonslip base for stability and a one-stop brake 
button. A hand guard keeps fingers safe.

This tool offers all the benefits of a salad spinner, 
but it’s extra convenient thanks to the two 
interchangeable cutters in the cover. Customise 
thickness by picking a different cutter.  Just place 
for instance a potato in the press, push down and 
perfectly uniform fries fall into the colander. Take 
the colander to the tap, rinse the slices directly 
under running water and dry in the spinner. 

Go for 
the in-lid pump 

mechanism of item 
2800109 or pick item 
2800122 if you prefer 
to set the mechanism 

in motion with a  
crank.



Garlic press
2800123

Garlic Twist
2800120

If you love garlic this is the tool for you. Simply 
place a clove into the press and close the handles, 
then with minimal effort, the clove is pushed 
through the grid: clean and without the annoying 
smell on your hands. Body made from sturdy ABS 
and grid in stainless steel
tip: you don’t have to peel the clove 

Not just minces but also peels garlic in just a 
couple of twists. Add two or even more cloves at 
a time. Also great for ginger. Decide to go from 
coarse to fine by just a couple of extra twists. A 
quick rinse will do to clean. Made from durable 
ABS.

Meat tenderizer
2800121

This tool does exactly what its name implies: it 
makes meat cuts tender by breaking down the 
though fibers. So with an effortless push-down 
movement less expensive meat is turned into 
a flavourful tender cut. Made from ABS with a 
spring-loaded mechanism and stainless steel 
prongs. Also great to speed up the marinating 
time since the sauce can enter the meat through 
the tiny channels created by the prongs.

Ten
der

ize w
hat? 
I’m out, I take a leaf.
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